
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          nheard melodies with the boys 
          what was supposed to happen with modernity 
 kind of a lethal pink food 
       his wife would eat the terrible broccoli 
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             pocalyptics.    what a fucking rush 
         hourly    laughing “about” it         with the boys 
I love them. I have to. 
when they mock fence in the market after math 
in love with all the fish just there, dead fish, in love 
a crucial magenta song, you just walk away from it 
   like aleatory dance departing 
rats die, more new rats are born: the hourly rate of rats 
      tends to kiss        I love them all in fact 
our outlines 
they are not so tall. There must be rats in the masonic temple 
I have to love them because they’re not mine 
where do rats go when they leave the ship? another ship? 
when the window breaks we’re scuttling  

  



 
 
  
          took the road less travelled with the boys 
      crowding behind me on the down-escalator 
petals pressed into service 
as clammy embrace,  
hold me in the field of cultural fixation,  
love’s gravity 
dirtied by hours dip-died in       uh, the ground 
has a headsore 
passing thought 
is this the fulcrum of regional sewage 
   plant moveable fist in the mouth daily 
and it all rotates perfectly 
occupying everything with acute goo 
time-lapse orogeny nauseated 
     self-talk past the spectacular punishment  
not the small finite thing but the scene casting it  
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          didn’t know my history with the boys 
       bearing down on us like 
hard rain or hardly raining 
I had to ask the sun 
what should I do, sun? & the sun hid 
my desires hid 
behind the planet 
with its offshore and its vault 
horizon scathing towards us 
I never saw anything so crisp, the night 
flies pouring up out of high street drains 
not a light in the sky 
the arsenal burning in our hearts 
and I was held. You held me 
the new animals  
gaseous, nozzled 
gasping their livid song against the stars, boys 
    the garden we’d built 

 


